[Results of randomised clinical trial: not necessarily positively received].
The acceptance for publication and the implementation of the results of a randomised clinical trial are determined not only by the quality of the study, but also by its timing and the prevailing opinion prior to the study. In a randomised study, comparing laparoscopic and open fundoplication in patients with gastro-oesophageal reflux, interim analysis showed statistically significantly more complications related to laparoscopic intervention. Publication of the study led to an avalanche of criticism focusing mainly on the inexperience of the surgeons. The cost-effectiveness analysis, showing that open fundoplication had fewer complications and was cheaper, was repeatedly rejected by established journals mainly because of criticism of surgical aspects of the study. In the meanwhile a study on a second group of 100 patients was initiated. They underwent laparoscopic fundoplication conducted by two experienced surgeons. The results were statistically significantly better than in the laparoscopic arm of the initial randomised trial. The learning curve proved to be longer than had previously been thought.